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Cloud migration is becoming almost inevitable in today’s 

marketplace but many organizations aren’t prepared to deal 

with it. Morpheus’ Cloud Application Management Platform 

(CAMP) combines the most comprehensive suite of services in 

the industry while adding the flexibility and reliability required to 

meet your organization’s specific and changing needs. Say hello 

to your hybrid cloud. 

Say Goodbye to Cloud Lock-In For Good
Keep your options open. When it comes to cloud services, you 

have to consider the cost of exiting at the same time you think 

about the cost of entering. Morpheus’ CAMP offering keeps your 

options open with support for a wide range of public, private, and 

hybrid cloud providers. An intuitive UI, powerful CLI, and 

full-featured RESTful API help fit into your existing DevOps 

tooling and give you full control without locking your investment 

to any single cloud provider.  Don’t worry about seeing the future 

— Morpheus makes it easy and efficient to make changes, now or 

in the future, so your cloud strategy can adapt as your organiza-

tional needs evolve.

Unlock Time Savings
Get more done with a faster deployment times. Stop wasting 

weeks or months and  let Morpheus give you your job back. 

Morpheus saves customers time by significantly speeding up 

deployment times and other tasks that normally take a valuable 

chunk of your time. You can provision apps and databases in 

real-time to public, private, and hybrid clouds and spin up 

databases, apps, environments, and more with a few simple 

clicks. With elastic scaling, database scaling becomes as easy 

as adding more nodes with a few clicks. Transferring apps, da-

tabases, and general data between your systems was never 

so easy. Additionally, having all your systems in one easy and 

convenient location means you don’t have to waste time 

tracking down the countless systems you have to oversee. 

Instant ROI
Save more. Build more. Don’t wait months or years to start 

getting ROI. Morpheus frees up precious IT and development 

resources right away by cutting provisioning times by at least 

half. Morpheus also delivers 4-6x more server density, saving 

you 4-6x on infrastructure costs. One customer estimated a 

time savings of more than 6 months and cost savings in excess 

of $100,000. Because Morpheus allows you to spin up systems, 

control accesses, and stay on top of monitoring —all on the 

fly—, everything you are responsible for maintaining can start 

contributing to a positive ROI from the moment you start us-

ing Morpheus. Simply put, your organization gets more done 

faster. 

Prepare Your Systems for an Entirely Different Architecture
Optimize Your Apps and Data for the On-Demand Model. 

Over-provisioning is the norm in nearly all in-house data 

centers. By offering out-of-the-box integrations with popular 

services like Openstack and Amazon Web Services (AWS), 

Morpheus allows you to use a single management console to 

provision and track utilization of servers, storage, and other 

system resources across hybrid clouds quickly, simply, and 

with complete confidence.

Morpheus Takes the Sting Out of Cloud Migration

Take the Sting Out of Cloud Migration. Contact Us to  
See How You Could Save Time and Money Today!
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